
 March & April, 2021 
 

UPDATE FROM DON REYNOLDS, Club President: 
 
Hi Everyone, 
  
At both the March and April meetings, we essentially talked about the same subjects: 
 
Early spring hive management which includes ensuring adequate food supply in the hive and feeding if 
necessary. After the maple trees have finished blooming (which they have), there is not a lot of nectar until the 
Tulip Poplars bloom in a few weeks. 
 
Checking to make sure the queen is okay by looking for eggs and/or young larvae and that she is laying a good 
"pattern". A good pattern is an oval (football shape) located in the middle of a frame with few, if any, empty 
spaces. The queen will not usually lay in the corners of the frame as this is where the bees store pollen and 
honey for the brood. This is the time of year queens should be laying a lot of eggs for the spring buildup of the 
hive. 
 
This is also the time of year to start monitoring for swarm behavior. When you see Drone brood in the hive, this 
is the signal swarm season is not far away.  Drone brood is larger than the worker bee brood.  It actually looks 
like the “lid” is popping off of the cell, kind of like a cream-colored pea. 
 
There may not be any Swarm Cells yet, but as the weather warms and we get closer to a major nectar flow, such 
as the Tulip Poplar, the bees will start building swarm cells.  Swarm cells are usually located along the bottom 
half of the frames.  They are also called Queen cells and truly look like a peanut.  There are a few things you 
can do to try and prevent the hive from swarming: 
 
1. You can add space by adding a super to the top of the brood frame.  Those frames can have built-out comb, 

be empty foundation boards, or a mix of both.  The bees will forget about swarming and start filling the new 
frames. 

2. You can try checker-boarding your frames.  Because bees tend to work upwards through the center of the 
hive, sometimes adding a couple of frames with foundation in between the fuller frames will help. 

3. Lastly, you can make a split.   
 

Whichever method you choose, it depends upon your philosophy for keeping bees. If you want to add additional 
hives to your apiary, then either make a split or be ready to try and capture a swarm. If you want to concentrate 
on honey production, you need to do whatever you can to prevent a swarm. This may mean inspecting your hive 
once a week and destroying any swarm cells you find. Again, before you destroy any queen cells (swarm cells), 
you need to make sure the existing queen is okay. Swarm season will last through June and sometimes you will 
get swarms into August. It can be difficult to prevent bees from swarming as this is their natural behavior. 
 
At our April meeting, I demonstrated how to install a "package" of bees into a hive.  Once installed, heavy 
feeding will be required for a while. This encourages the new bees to pull wax quickly which will allow the 
queen to start laying as soon as possible. Once the bees have a good natural nectar source, they will slow down 
on the sugar water. At that point, check to see they are storing nectar and you can stop feeding them. About 2 - 
3 weeks after the queen is out of her cage, check to make sure she is laying. She should be laying a pattern as 
mentioned. 
 
Someone asked about Varroa mite treatments, so we discussed mite treatments in general. I explained there are 
the more natural treatments based on formic acid, thyme oil or hops and the remainder are synthetic chemicals. 
It is vitally important to read the directions carefully if you plan to do a mite treatment.  Each treatment has 
some different requirements in temperature ranges, length and method of treatment and whether or not you have 
to remove honey supers during treatment.  If you decide to treat for mites in the spring, it is important you do a 
mite count to ensure the treatment was effective.  I will demonstrate the “sugar roll” method for a mite count at 
our next meeting on May 3rd.  

 
We also discussed the use of oxalic acid vaporization. There is some information that says using only oxalic 
acid treatment will not be effective enough and another type of mite treatment should be used as a primary with 
oxalic acid as an "in between" treatment. 
 
Thanks to all who attended the meeting. The next meeting is May 3. 
 
Regards, 
Don Reynolds 
 


